YOUR
PROJECT
IN
FOCUS
PROFIT FROM THE PRESENTATION FORMS FOR ARCHITECTS
ON MAFI.COM
FREE | MULTIPLE LANGUAGES | MINIMUM EFFORT

: our services
mafi regularly publishes completed projects online, in press releases and at events. With this, we offer the
responsible Planners and Architects various presentations forms free of charge. The basic requirement for
this is the availability of relevant object images.

YOUR OPTIONS OVERVIEW

I. BASIC ENTRY
You will get a basic entry in our list of architects including your contact data and logo.

II. MICRO-SITE
Building on from your basic entry, there is the option to add additional text information, a statement about
mafi and up to three images.

III. OBJECT REPORT
Based on the relevant project images, we will create a reference for you and connect this to your micro-site.
Thereafter, we will report extensively on the project and publish the report in the media and in our network.

IV. PINTEREST
The Pinterest social media platform is used as a diverse inspiration and research instrument. We will present
your work with a portrait photo, a short statement and a project image within our profile.
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: your project in focus
IV. PRESENCE ON PINTEREST

III. OBJECT REPORT ON MAFI.COM

II. MICRO-SITE ON MAFI.COM

I. BASIC ENTRY ON MAFI.COM

rchitect

: how it works
We will create the above mentioned entries for free and in multiple languages. Thereafter, we will distribute
these across various communication channels. We try to take up as little of your time as possible. To create
your entries, we require however the following:

- Contact Data
- Logo as vector graphic
- Portrait image of the managing architect
- Short statement why mafi was used
- Short text on your company
- Project images in high resolution, if available

We can also gladly take on the text creation for you. Once created, we will send you the result for approval.

CONTACT US

mafi Naturholzboden GmbH
+43 [0]7746 27 11
office@mafi.com

We look forward to further exciting projects and hope to have offered you a real added value with this service.
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